Selinas’s Joy p,2,2:00h; 3,1:56.1f, BT1:55.4f ($27,966) by Dragon Again. 3 wins at 2 and 3.  At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, The Meadows. From 7 previous stables foaled, dam of 4 winners, 3 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:


JACK’S MAJOR p,3,1:55.2f, 4,1:54f, BT1:53f ($35,035) (Art Major). 4 wins, 3 thru 5. At 4, second in leg David Hiteman Mem. Ser. at Miami Valley (2).

BADLANDS SHADOW p,2,1:58.4; 3,1:53.4; BT1:51.4s ($10,055) (Badlands Hanover). Winner at 3.


2nd Dam

MATT’S FILLY p,2,1:55.3f; BT1:54.2 ($63,606) b y Matt’s Scooter. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Debutante S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands (2). From 15 foals, dam of 12 winners, 1 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, 11 in 2:00, including:


RED SHADOW (M) p,2,1:53.2; 3,1:52; BT1:51.4s ($80,122) (The Panderosa). 5 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; third in cons. She’s A Great Lady S. Dam of SHADOW’S A VIRGIN p,3,1:54.1, LOU’S SHADOW p,3,1:56-$20-

DREAMFAIR MISTY (M) p,3,1:53.4; BT1:52s ($80,122) (The Panderosa). 5 wins, 3 thru 5. At 4, second in leg Blizzard Ser. at Woodbine.

SHADOWONTHEBEACH (M) p,3,1:56.4f, 4,1:54.3f; BT1:54f ($56,888) (The Panderosa). 11 wins, 3 thru 5.


SILVER EDGES O TIME (M) p,2,1:56.2f; BT1:54f ($46,001) (The Panderosa). Winner at 2. At 2, second in Ohio Breeders Champ., leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield, Scioto.

MATT’S PAN p,3,1:54.4f; BT1:52 ($21,370) (The Panderosa). 3 wins at 3.

SHADOWMISTY (M) p,3,1:56.2; 4,1:53f; ($16,150) (The Panderosa). 4 wins at 3 and 4.

LOOSE CHAP p,2,1:59.3; BT1:55.4 (Presidential Ball). Record at 2. Producers: Western Dancer (dam of ARTISTIC MAJOR p,2,1:52.4; 3,1:49.4f, 4,1:48.1- $687,297, EAGLE WAY p,2,1:54.2; 3,1:54.1h; 1:52.3f-$601,973, MISTY ON THE BEACH p,2,1:56f; 3,1:52.1f, 4,1:51.5f, WE ARE DREAMING p,3,1:55.1h, 4,1:53.2h-'20, BEACH TREASURE p,2,1:58f; 3,1:55.4f, SANDRA’SONTHEBEACH p,3,1:56.1, MAJORING ARTIST p,2,1:57.4h; grandam of OFFICIALLY MY WAY p,2,1:54.1h; 3,1:53.4f-$149,559, BARBS BEACH p,3,1:57.4h), Susie Girl (dam of ONE OVER PAR p,2,1:57.1f, 3,1:53.4f; 1:51.4f-$208,603, CRUISE CONTROL p,3,1:55.3f, 4,1:55f, ABIGAIL CANNER p,3,1:56.3f, SPIDER DRAGON p,2,1:57, SOLEMNITY HANOVER p,3,1:58.3f).

3rd Dam

BREEZE’S GIRL p,2,2:00.1; 3,1:57 ($86,427) by Warm Breeze. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, The Meadows. At 3, winner leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands, etc. From 6 foals, dam of 6 winners, 2 in 1:55, 2 in 2:00, incl.:

ITS SILENT BUT DEADLY p,2,1:53.7h; 3,1:56.1h; 4,1:52h ($155,794) (David's Pass). 30 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold. At 3, second in Final Windshield Wiper Ser. at Freehold, Landmark S., etc.

MATT’S GOT IT p,2,1:59.2; 3,1:55.1f; 4,1:51; BT1:50.4 ($143,014) (Matt’s Scooter). 33 wins, 3 thru 10. At 2, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold.

Next Dam - BIT PLAYER (Oil Burner-ABBE BUTLER p,4,2:02.3f-Adios Butler)